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CHAPTER-1 
ALTERNATOR 

 

 In D.C. generator the field pole are stationary and the armature conductor rotates. 

 The voltage generated in the armature conductor is of alternating nature, this alternating voltage is 

converted to a direct voltage with the help of comutator. 

 A.C. generator are usually called alternator. 

 They are also called synchronous generator. 

 It is called synchronous machine because for  

Construction 

 Alternator consist of mainly two part : 

i) Stator  

ii) Rotor 

 Stator is the stationary part of the machine which carries the armature winding in which is generated. 

 The output of the machine is taken from the stator. 

 The rotor is the rotating part of the machine. 

 The rotor produces the main part of flux. 

Stator:- 

 Various part of the stator in clued the frame, stator, core stator winding and cooling arrangement. 

 In order to reduce the hysteresis eddy current loss the stator core is assembled with silicon steel 

lamination. 

Rotor:- 

 According to rotor construction alternator are of two types, 

i) Salient pole type rotor 

ii) Cylindrical/ Non-salient pole type rotor 

Salient pole type rotor:- 

 The term salient means projecting. 

 A salient pole rotor consists of pole projecting out from the surface of the core. 

 Salient pole rotors are normally used for rotor with 4 or more poles. 

  Salient pole rotors have concentration winding on the pole. 

 This rotor have large no of pole and operate at lower speed/ medium. 

 It has non- uniform air gap. 

 This alternator are used in hydro generator. 

 Speed = 300-400RPM. 

Cylindrical/non-salient pole type rotor:- 



 The rotor is so constructed it forms a smooth cylinder. 

 Here distributed winding are used. 

 A cylindrical rotor machine has comparatively small diameter and long axial length. 

 These rotor used in high speed machine. 

 It has uniform air gap so operation is less noising. 

 It has two or four pole on the rotor. 

 These rotor are used in steam terbine. 

i) 2 pole = 300 rpm(steam terbine) 

ii) 4 pole = 1500 rpm 

Establish the relation between speed / frequency; 

Let,  P = no of pole in rotor 

 N = rotor speed in rpm 

  f = frequency of induced EMF 

No. of cycle completed/ revolution = P/2 

No. of revolution/ sec. = N/60 

 f = 
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑠𝑒𝑐.
 

 = 
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
X

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑠𝑒𝑐
 

f = 
𝑃𝑁

120
 

Derive the EMF eqn. of alternator:- 

 Let,  Φ = flux/pole in weber 

  P = No of pole 

  Z = Total no of conductor in series/ph 

  T = total no of turns 

Hence Z = 2T 

f = frequency of generated voltage 

During one revolution flux cut 1 conductor is, 

                                                                             dΦ = PΦ 

Time taken to complete one revolution is, 

                                                                      dt =
60

𝑁
s 



According to faradays law of EMF generated in one conductor : 
𝑑𝛷

𝑑𝑡
 = 

𝑝𝛷
60

𝑁

  

                                                                                                            = 
𝑁𝑃𝛷

60
volt 

As there is Z no of conductor in series perhaps the average emf / ph. 

Avg. emf / ph  = 
𝑁𝑃𝛷

60
𝑥 𝑍 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡 

   = 
𝑃𝛷𝑍

60
×

120𝑓

𝑃
 

   = 2𝛷𝑍𝑓. 

The rms value of emf/ph = 1.11x Avg value of emf/ph 

    = 1.11 x 2𝛷𝑍𝑓 

    =  2.22 x 𝛷𝑧𝑓 

    =2.22 x 𝛷x 2T x f 

    =4.44 𝛷fT volt. 

∴ E = 4.44 𝜱ft volt or E = 4.44 

∴ This eqn for EMF have to assumption 

I) Coil have gote full pitch 

II) All the conductor are concentrated in one stator slot. 

∴ 𝜱e = p/2 𝜱m 

 Coil pitch always less than pole pitch. 

Coil span factor of pitch factor:- 

 In case of full pitch coil the voltage generated as in pole. 

 Let Ec1 & Ec2 are the voltage generated in the coil side, 

Then Er = Ec1 + Ec2 

 Let [Ec1] = [Ec2] = [E1] 



Then , Er = Ec1 + Ec2 

      = 2E(c1+c2) 

 If the coil span is less than the coil pitch then the voltage generated in each coil then the side are not 

in phase. 

∴ The resultant coil voltage (Ec) = Phasor sum of EC1 & EC2 

 Pitch Factor :-  

 The coil span factor or pitch factor (Kc) is defined as the ration of voltage generated in fell pitch coil.  

 Mathematically,  

Kc = 
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
 

 Kc = 
𝐴𝐵

𝐴𝐵+𝐵𝐶
 = 

𝐴𝐶

2𝐴𝐵
 = 

𝐴𝐷

𝐴𝐵
 = 

𝐴𝐵 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼/2

𝐴𝐵
  

 Kc = cos 𝛼/2 (ans) 

Where 𝛼 = short pitch angle. 

 

Distribution Factor/Breadth Factor (Kd) 

  

 The distribution Factor can be defined as the ratio of phasor sum of 

coil voltage/phase to arithmetic sum of coil voltage/phase 

  
  
 

Let, M= slot per pole per phase 
  

M= slot/pole×phase 

  

β = Angular displacement between two adjacent pole 

  



 β = 180/slot/pole = 180× pole/ slot 
 

  

  

  

 Let the coil are arranged in an conjucative slot is E1, E2, E3 etc are the 

individual coil voltage 

 Each coil voltage is out of phase with the next voltage by β , Arithmetic sum 

of individual coil voltage is, 

ME= M× AB 
  

=M×2AB 
  

=2M×OA Sin β/2 

  

 Phasor sum of individual coil voltage is, 

AE=2AN=2 OA Sinβ/2 

Kd= AE/mAB 
  

 2OA sin mβ/2 /2m ×OA Sinβ/2 
  

=Sin mβ/2 / m Sinβ/2 

  

 Kd= Sin mβ/2 / m Sinβ/2 



Armature Reaction 

  

 When current flows through the armature winding of an alternator, a flux 

is produced by the current. This armature flux react with the main field 

flow and either it decreases or increases the. Original main flux. 

 Hence the effect of armature flux on main field flux is called 

armature Reaction. 

 Again the armature in alternator affect the main field flux, very 

differently for different power factor 

 Here we consider for unity power factor, zero p.f lagging & zero p.f leading. 

  
For unity P.F:- 

  

 Suppose the direction of rotation clock wise 

  

 Let the alternator is supplying unity p.f. 

  

 The phase current Ia,Ib,&IC will be in phase with that respective 

generated voltage Ea, Eb, & Ec. 



  



Zero P.F Lagging:- 
  

 

 

  

 If is seen that the direction armature Reaction flux opposite to the main 

field flux therefore will oppose & weaken the main field. It is set be 

demagnetise. 



Zero P.F leading:- 

 

 

  

  

  
 It is seen that the direction of armature Reaction flux is in direction of 

main field flux. This it will add to the main field flux and other word it is a 

magnetise field flux. 

Conclusion:- 



 The armature Reaction flux is constant in magnitude & rotates at 

synchronous speed. The armature Reaction is cross magnetising, when 

the generator supplies a load at unity p.f. 

 For lagging power factor armature Reaction is partly demagnetising 

and partly cross magnetising. 

 For leading p.f armature reaction it partly magnetising and partly 

cross magnetizing . 

 

 

  



Synchronous Reactance:- 

2 types armature reaction formation 1- Field 

excitation 
  

2- Armature excitation 
  

3- The actual generated voltage in the alternater is due to both 

field excitation and armature reaction. The total generated 

voltage. 

Ea=E (excitation)+Ear(Armature reaction reactance) Let 

La=Self inductance of stator winding Xa=Self 

inductive reactance of stator wire Ra=Stator 

resistance 

Xar=Armature reaction reactance Hence 

Terminal voltage (V)= Ea – Jxa.Xar – JxaIa – IaRa V= Ea-IaRa-jXar.Ia-

jIaRa 

V=Ea-Ia(Ra+j(Xar+Xa)) 



V=Ea-Ia(Ra+jXs) Where 

Xar+Xa= X’s 

  

So, X’s=Synchronous reactance V=(Ea-IaZs) 

Equivalent ckt & vector diagram of loaded alternator:- 
  

 

 

  



  

  

  

For inductive load:-(lag) 

 

 

  



  

  

  

For unity load:- 
  

  

 

 

  



  

Capacitive load:- 

 

 

  



TESTING OF ALTERNATOR:- 
  

 

 

  

  

Testing of alternator two types:- 1- 

Open ckt voltage test 
  

2- - Short ckt current test 

  

 

 

O.C VOLTAGE TEST:- 



 In O.C test the alternator is run at rated synchronous speed and the 

load terminal are kept open. 

 The field current is set to zero, then the field current is measure at each step. 
  

 A graph is ploted between the o.c phase voltage and field 

current.The characteristics curve shown obtained is called o.c 

characteristics. 

  

 

 

  



  

  

  

S.C CURRENT TEST:- 
  

 

 

  

  

  
 Here the armature terminal are sharted through is ammeter. 

  

 The alternator is run at synchronous speed, then the field current 

gradually increase in steps and armature current is measured at each 

step. 

 Now the field current if and avarage of 3 armature reading at each step 

is taken. 

 A graph is ploted between the armature current Ia and the field current If. 

  
The characteristics show obtain is known as for characteristics. 



  

  

  

  
  

  

  

Calculation 'Zs':- 

  

 The o.c characteristics and s.c characteristics are drown on the same 

curve sheets. 

 Determine the value of Isc at the field current which gives the rated 

alternator voltage/ phase then the synchronous impedance Zs will be equal 

to the o.c voltage by short ckt current for the same value of field current. 

Mathematically, 

  

Zs= o.c voltage/phase / s.c current Xs= √Xs2-

Ra2 

Voltage Regulations:- 

  

V. R= no load voltage- full load voltage/full load voltage 



=Eo-v/v 

  

Curve:- 

 

 

  

  

  
Synchronous impedance method or emf method:- 

  

 The synchronous impedance method is based on the concept of 

replacing the effect of armature reaction to a reactance. 

 For synchronous 

generator V= Eo-ZsIo 

Here, Zs= Ra+jXs 



 Here we have to measure the synchronous impedance. 

  

  

  
Measurement of Synchronous impedance:- 

  

D.C RESISTANCE TEST:- Rdc=R/2 

Rac= (1.25-2.75)×Rdc 

  

 Because ac resistance is larger than DC resistance due to skin effect. 

  

 Generally, Rac= 1.25×Rdc 

Parallel Operation:- 

 Parallel operation of alternator are done to get an opti operating 

efficiency and greater reliability. 

 When the load increases beyond the generated capacity additional 

generator are parallel carry the load. 

Reasons for parallel Operation:- 

  

Alternator are opearted in parallel for the following reason:- 

  

 Several alternators can supply a bigger load then a single alternator. 



 During periods of light load one or more alternator may be 

shirt down for efficient operation 

 Continuity of supply can be maintained when any 

machine is in maintenance. 

 In order to meet the increasing future demand move machine 

can be added FACTOR:- 

1- Terminal voltage 

same 2- Frequency 

same 

3- Phase sequence same ( R,Y,B) 

  

 Frequency change= Speed Change of the primover 

  

 Voltage change= Resistance increase or decrease 
  

-Phase sequence change= Connection change 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER-2 
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 

 

construction:- 

Asynchronous motor is a machine, that operates at synchronous speed and convent electrical 

energy into mechanicals energy. 

→ It is fundamentally an alternator operated as a motor. 

 like an alternator the synchronous motor has two parts. 

1. Stator. 

2. Rotor. 

 Stator- 

         A stator which house3phase armature winding in the slots of the stator core and 

received power from a 3phase supply. 

 Rotor- 

       A rotor that has a set of salient pole excited by direct current to form alternator N&S 

poles .The exciting coil are connected in series to two slip ring and direct current  is fed 

into the winding from an exciter mounted on the rotor shaft. 

 The stator is wound for the same number of poles .As in the case of an induction 

motor the number of poles determine the synchronous speed Ns=120f /p 

 where, f = frequency of supply in HZ. 

 P = number of poles. 



 

 

 operating principle of synchronous motor:- 

 Consider a 3phase synchronous motor having two rotor poles Nr &Sr. Then 

the stator is two pole Ns & Ss. 

 The motor has direct voltage applied to the rotor winding and 3phase voltage 

applied to the stator winding. 

 The stator winding produces a rotating field which revolves around the stator 

the stator at synchronous speed Na=120f/p. 

 The direct (zero frequency) current set up a two poles field which is stationary 

so long as the rotor is not turning. 

 Thus there exist a pair of revolving armature pole I.e  (Ns-Ss) &(Nr-Sr). 

 If any instant at the location A&B the like poles (Ns,Nr)  & (Ss-Sr) will repel 

each other & rotor moves in,then after one half cycles . The poles Ns & Ss 

reverse & thus (Ns,Ss) & (Nr-Sr) will attract other such that the rotor moves. 

 Hence the direction of rotor is not unidirectional  ,thus synchronous motor is 

not self starting. 

 In order to make synchronous motor self starting some external means may 

be utilized I.e either damper winding or pony motor may be used to run the 

rotor. 

 Uses:- 

Low speed machine, 

Over excited synchronous motor are used for power factor improvement 

 Voltage regulation for transmission line.   

CURVES OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR:- 

The curves is drown between field current (If) and armature current (Ia) per phase for a 



synchronous motor at a constant speed. 

 
UNDER EXCITATION:- 

 When the motor is said to be under excitation then the (EB<V). 

 Here the net voltage Er will be decrease and the turn the clock wise direction. 

 Here the motor has lagging p.f. 

NORMAL EXCITATION:- 

 The motor is said to be normal excitation, then the (Eb=V). 

 The effect of excitation is increase and Er and Ia are anti clockwise and Ia must be 
decreases. 

 Therefore p.f is increased 

OVER EXCITATION:- 

 The motor said to be over excitation, then the (Eb>V). 

 The Er and Ia are turn anti clockwise and the Ia lead to V. So p.f is leading. 

 The above discussion the power factor becomes leading. 
 

 Making synchronous motor self starting :- 

 A synchronous motor can’t start by itself in order to make the motor self starting a 

squirrel cage winding is provided on the rotor. 

 This winding is also called damper winding . The damper winding consist of copper 

bar in the pole face of the salient pole rotor. 

 The bars are short circuited at the end to form a squirrel cage winding. 



 This damper winding are cause to start the motor to start the stator a 3phase 

supply is given to the stator winding while the rotor winding is un-energized. 

 The rotating stator field induces current in the damper bar & the motor starts as 

an induction motor. 

 As the motor approaches the synchronous speed the rotor is excited with direct 

current. 

 Now the resulting poles on the rotor look in the poles of the stator consequently 

.The rotor revolving at the same speed as the stator field I.e at synchronous speed. 

Now the squirrel cage portion of the rotor rotate at the same speed that don’t cut any flux and so 

no induced current in then  hence ,the squirrel cage portion of the rotor is remain from the 

operation of motor 

Application of Synchronous Motor :- 

 Synchronous motor are specially used for low speed machine. 

 Over excited synchronous motor can be used for improvement of power factor. 

 Synchronous motor are have used for improving the voltage regulation of transmission 
line. 

 They are used for constant speed application like rubber, paper mills, line shafts, 

blowers, centrifugal pumps etc. 

 They are used as frequency changers. 
They are more economical than induction motor fan driving mechanical loads above 300hp 

Explain hunting of Synchronous motor:- 

 The hunting phenomenon in synchronous motor is due to the sudden change in load. 

When the load changes suddenly, the load angle α will be changes and the rotor 

subjected to oscillate before the settles at new position corresponding load angle(α) . 

The hunting is taking place due to the following factors. 

 Sudden changes in load 

 Large moment inertia 

 On sufficient damper winding 
 

 If is defined as the momentary change of the torque is an alternator or synchronous 

motor. Hunting are generally occurred in alternators driving by engine. Because the 

driving torque engine are not uniform. Due to the hunting the load is shifted me to 

another this can be minimized by using damper winding. 

 



                                                             CHAPTER-3 
INDUCTION MOTOR 

 

Induction motor:- 

         in ac motor , the rotor doesnot receives electric power by conduction but by induction in 

exactly the same way as the secondary of a 2-winding transformer receives its power from 

primary.it is known as induction motor. 

Or 

 an induction motor is an electric motor in which the electric current in the rotor needed to 

produce torque is obtained by electromagnetic induction from the magnetic field of the stator 

winding. 

⮚ Induction motor are of two types:- 

● 1φ induction motor. 

● 3φ induction motor. 

 

3φ induction motor :- the induction motor whose stator winding is 3φ winding is called 3φ 

induction motor. 

Construction :- 

 an induction motor consists two main parts- 

● Stator 

● Rotor 

  



Stator :- 

⮚ The stator of an induction motor principle is same as that of a synchronous motor. 

⮚ It is made up of number of stampings , which are slotted to receive the winding. 

⮚ Stator is made up of laminated silicon steel because to reduce hysteresis loss. 

⮚ Stator carries the attending flux, which produces eddy current and hysteresis loss. 

⮚ 3φ magnetic field having constant magnitude is created on the stator winding. 

Rotor :- 

Rotor are of two types:- 

1. Squirrel cage rotor 

2. Slip ring / wound rotor 

 

Squirrel cage rotor:- 

 

⮚ 98% of the induction motor are squirrel cage is used in our day to day life ,because this 

type of rotor has the simplest and rugged construction imaginable and its almost in 

distractible. 

⮚ Rotor consist of a cylindrical laminated core with parallel slot for carrying the rotor 

conductor in its outer periphery. 

⮚ One bar is placed in each slot. 

⮚ The rotor bars has electrically to the supply but current is induced in it by t/f action. 

Advantages:- 

1. The motor run quietly by reducing the magnetic hum. 

2. It reduces the tacking ,tendency between the stator field and rotor. 



Slip ring/ wound rotor:- 

❖ It consist of a laminated cylindrical core & carries a 3φ winding . 

❖ The rotor winding is uniformly distributed in the slot and  it is usually star-

connected. 

❖ The open of the rotor winding are brought out and connected to three insulated 

connected rheostat connected to it. 

❖ The external resistance are used during starting period only. 

  

 

● Stator :- concentrated winding  



● Rotor :- distributed winding 

● Synchronous speed / magnetic flux speed =   Ns=120f/P where P=no of poles 

,f=frequency 

● Slip ring:- when the starting torque is more than the connected internal resistance. 

● Squirrel :-it reduced the stator magnetic case to reduce. 

Explain and derive production of rotating magnetic field  

Phasor diagram-  



 

 

Φx= Φm sinωt 

Φy=Φsin(ωt – 120) 

Φz=Φm sin(ωt -240) 

⮚ When 3φ winding is displaced in space by 120̊, are feed by 3φ current ,displaced in 

time by 120̊,they produce a resultant magnetic flux ,which rotates in spaces as if 

actual magnetic poles were being rotated mechanically. 

⮚ The principle of a 3φ,two pole stator having three identical winding placed 120̊ space 

degree apart. 

⮚ Let the maximum value of flux due to any one of the three phases be φm .the resultant 

flux φr , at any instant is given by the vector sum of the individual fluxes φx,φy,φz. 

Slip:- 

I. If there  will be relative speed between the stator field and the rotor 

conductor ,no induced current and therefore no torque to drive the rotor. 

II. The difference between the synchronous speed of the rotating stator field 

and the actual rotor speed is called slip. 

Slip(s)=(Ns-N)/N 

% of  slip= (Ns-N)/N *100 

 



Rotor current frequency:- 

Let f=supply frequency  

F’=rotor curent frequency 

Ns=120f/p 

∴relative speed /slip speed (ns-n )=120f/p 

Ns-n/n=120f’/p/120f/p 

Ns-n /n=f’/f 

S=f’/f 

F’=s*f 

Derive the expression for starting torque:- 

Let tst= the starting torque torque of the induction motor. 

 

E2=rotor emf /phase at standstill. 

I2=rotor current/phase at standstill. 

R2=rotor resistance /phase at standstill. 

X2=rotor reactance/ phase at standstill. 

Cosφ2 =rotor power factor at standstill. 

Then z2= rotor impedance /phase at standstill. 

I2=e2/z2 

Cosφ2=r2/z2 

Tst=k1φ1I2cosφ2 

 

 

 

 



Derive the condition for maximum torque- 

 

 

 

Derive the expression for torque under running condition-  

Let, Er= rotor rmf/phase under running condition 

       Ir=rotor current/phase under running condition 

      E2=standstill rotor emf /phase at running 

X2=standstill rotor recactance /phase running  

F2= rotor current frequency at stand still 



❖ When rotor start rotating the relative speed between rotor and stator flux is 

decreased. 

❖ When the rotor induced emf which is proportional to relative speed also decreases 

therefore under running condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Derive the condition for maximum torque under running- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Relation  between maximum torque and running torque- 

 



Relation between starting and maximum torque- 

 



Torque slip characteristics of 3 φ induction motor:- 

 

 

 

⮚ If the wave is drawn between the torque and slip for a particular value of rotor resistance 

“r2” the graph thus obtain is called torque slip characteristic. 

⮚ The given figure shows the torque slip characteristics for a slip range from s=0,s=1. 

⮚ At normal speed “n” slip is small so that “sx2” is negligible as compare to r2. 

⮚ Hence the torque slip curve is a straight line from zeroslip to slip for correspond for full 

load. 

⮚ The maximum torque in an induction motor is called pullout torque or breakdown torque. 

 

Power stage of induction motor- 

 

 

1. Stator input=stator output +stator loss 

2. Stator output =rotor input 



3. Mechanical power developed=rotor  input –rotor cu.loss 

4. Shaft power = mechanical power develop-friction and windage loss. 

 

 

 

Plugging- 

● In some industrial application is required to bring the induction motor to rapid stop. 

● This can be done simply by interchanging the two stator leads,its process is known as 

plugging. 

Speed control of induction motor- 

1. By changing the number of poles. 

2. By changing the line supply/frequency. 

3. By changing the slip. 

I. i. By changing the applied voltage. 

II. iii. By changing resistance of rotor circuit. 

       iii. inserting foreign voltage to the rotor circuit 

 

 



By changing number of poles- 

1. We know that synchronous speed of an induction motor,ns=120f/p. 

2. Therefore by changing the number of stator pole the stator speed can be changed, this 

method is applicable for squirrel cage motor only. 

3. This change of number of poles is achieved by having two or more entirely independent 

stator winding in the same slots. 

 

By changing the line supply/frequency- 

1. This method is also used very rarely. 

2. By changing the line frequency “f” the synchronous speed ‘ns’ can be changed. 

3. The major difficulties is it involve the uses of 3φ variable frequency. 

By changing applied voltage- 

 
1. By changing the applied voltage the torque and speed of the motor can be changed. 

2. Hence the motor is supplied 3φ supply through a 3φ auto transformer. 

By changing resistance of rotor circuit- 

 



1. This method of speed control is suitable only in slip ring motor, because bars of a squirrel 

cage rotor are permanently short circuited, so the rotor circuit resistance cannot be 

changed. 

2. The speed of the motor can be decreased by external resistance to the rotor. 

By injecting  voltage in rotor circuit- 

This method of speed is used only for slip ring induction motor because the rotor of a squirrel 

cage motor are permanently short circuited. 

 

Speed control by cascade connection:- 

▪ This method of speed control employs two induction motors coupled together to drive a 

common load. 

▪ The rotor power of one motor is fed to the stator of the motor. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER-4 
SINGLE PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 

 

       A single phase induction motor consists of a single phase winding on the stator and a cage winding on 

the rotor. When a 1 phase supply is connected to the stator winding, a pulsating magnetic field is 

produced. In the pulsating field, the rotor does not rotate due to inertia. 

 

 
WHY 1 PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS ARE NOT SELF STARTING – 

 A single phase induction motor consist of a single phase winding mounted on the stator and the 

rotor in squirrel cage. 

 When a single phase supply is connected to the stator winding a pulsating magnetic field is 

produced it means that the field builds in one direction falls to zero and then build up in the 

opposite direction. 

 Under this condition the rotor doesn’t rotate due to inertia therefore the 1 phase induction 

motor is not self starting. 

 If the stator is excited by an 1 phase supply and the rotor is rotated by the auxiliary means and 

the starting device is then removed the motor continue to rotate in the direction in which it is 

started. 

 Two theories are suggested to analyze the performance of single phase induction motor. 

 Double field revolving theory. 

 Cross field revolving theory. 

 

ROTATING FIELD THEORY OF SINGLE PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR- 

 Like 3 phase induction motor, 2 phase balanced also produce a rotating magnetic field of 

constant magnitude. 

 All the single phase induction motor are started as a 2 phase machine. 

 Once it started the motor will continue the run on 1 phase supply. 

 Let’s see how 2 phase supply produce a rotating field of constant magnitude. 
 

 



 The figure shows a 2 phase winding the phase x and y are energizing from a 2 phase source and 

current in their phase are indicated as Ix and Iy. 

 The flux produced by these current are given by, 
 

 

 Here ‘Φm’ is the maximum flux due to either phase. 

At instant – 1 

When, ωt=0° Φx 

= 0 

Φy = Φm 

So, Φí = √((Φx)² + (Φy)²) 

= √(0² + (Φm)²) 

= Φm 

Hence, Φí = Φm 

 

 
At instant – 2 

 

When, ωt = 45° 

Φx = Φm/√2 Φy 

= Φm/√2 

So, Φí = √((Φm/√2)²+( Φm/√2)²) 

Hence, Φí= Φm 



 
 
 

At instant – 3 
 

When, ωt = 90° 

Φx = Φm 

Φy = 0° 

Hence, Φí = Φm 

 
 

 
CONCLUSION – 

 From the above discussion we found that the resultant flux is constant and is equal to Φm. 

 This constant resultant flux produces a rotating flux. 

 So from the above discussion we conclude that a 2-Φ supply píoduces a íotating magnetic field 

of constant íesistance value of magnitude Φm. 

 

FERRARI’S PRINCIPLE- 

 The magnetic field produced by single phase alternating current is an alternating magnetic field 

which by ferrari’s principle can be resolved into two rotating fields. 

 This rotating fields have half of its amplitude and rotate in opposite direction at synchronous 

speed. 



 
 

 
 

 Consider two rotating magnetic field OA and OB each having magnitude of Φm/2 and tíavelling in 

opposite diíection. 

 Let both the field staít tíavelling fíom X-axis afteí time ‘t’ sec, A and B would have íotated thíough 

angle +ve θ and -ve θ íespectively. 

 ľhen the íesultant flux should be 

 
Φí = 2×(Φm/2)×cos2θ/2 

Φí= Φm cosθ 

 

 

Let Ns= synchronous speed 

N= rotor speed in forward direction 

-N= rotor speed in backward direction 

Forward Slip = (Ns – N)/Ns = S 

Backward Slip = (Ns – (-N))/ Ns = (Ns+N)/Ns (Ns-

N)/Ns = 1 – N/Ns = S 



N/Ns = 1-S 

Backward slip = Ns/Ns + N/Ns 

=1+1-S 

=2-S 

*Forward slip = S 

Backward slip = 2 – S 

 

MAKING 1-Φ INDUCTION MOTOR SELF STARTING 

 We have already studied that the 1 Φ induction motoí is not self staíting. 

 ľo make a 1 phase induction motoí self staíting we should some how píoduce a íevolving statoí 

magnetic field. 

 ľhis van be achieved by conveíting a 1-Φ supply into 2-Φ supply, by the use of an additional winding. 

 When the motoí íeaches the sufficient speed the staíting means may be íemoved depending upon the 

type of the motoí. 

 Split phase motor 

 Capacitor start motor 

 Shaded pole motor 

 Capacitor start capacitor run motor 

 

 

 
1. SPLIT PHASE MOTOR 

 
 

 

 The stator of a split phase induction motor is provided with an auxiliary or starting winding in 

addition to the main or running winding. 

 The two winding so designed that the starting winding has high resistance and small reactance 

while the main winding has low resistance and large reactance. 



 

 
 
 

WORKING PRINCIPLE – 

 When the two stator winding are energized from a single phase supply the main winding carries 

current ‘Im’ while the starting winding carries current Is. 

 Since the main winding is made highly inductive while the starting winding is highly resistive the 

current Im and Is have a resonance phase angle ‘α’. 

 Then the starting torque is given by- 

Ts= K Is Im sinα 

 When the motor reaches about 75% of synchronous speed the centrifugal switch open the 

circuit of the starting winding. 

 Then the motor operate as a single phase induction motor and continue to run till it reaches its 

normal speed. 

CHARACTERISTICS- 

 The starting torque is 1.5 to 2 times the full torque and the starting current is 6 to 8 times of the 

full load current. 

 This motor is suitable for moderate stator torque. Example- fans, washing machine, machine 

tools, oil burner. 

2. CAPACITOR START MOTOR 
 

 The capacitor start motor is similar to a single phase motor except that a capacitor ‘c’ is 

connected in series with starting winding. 



 

 
 The value of capacitor ‘c’ is so chosen that Is leads Im about 80° so the starting torque i.e. Ts is 

much more than that of a split phase. 

 

 Again the starting winding is open by the center switch when the motor attains about 75% of 

synchronous speed. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS- 

 The starting characteristics of a capacitor start motor are better than a split phase motor. But 

the running characteristics are same. 

 Capacitor start motor are used where high starting torque is required i.e. 

 Compressor 

 Large fan 

 Pump 

 High inertia load 

 

3. CAPACITOR START CAPACITOR RUN MOTOR- 

 

 

 This motor is similar to capacitor start motor except that the starting winding is not open after 

starting . 

 So that both the winding remain connected to the supply when running as well as starting. 

 This type of motor eliminates the need of centrifugal switch and at the same time improve the 

power factor and efficiency of the motor. 

 The starting winding and the capacitor can be designed for two phase operation at any load . 



 The motor then produce a constant torque. So this motor is totally vibration free. 

 So, it can be used in hospital, studios and the other places where silence is important. 

4. SHADED POLE MOTOR- 
 

 

 The shaded pole motor is very popular for rating below 0.05 hp nearly 40 watt. Because of its 

externally simple construction. 

 It has a salient pole on the stator which is excited by single phase supply and squirrel cage 

motor. 

 A portion of each pole is surrounded by a short circuited copper strip / ring called shading coil / 

shading ring. 

 

 

 During the portion OA of the alternating current cycle the flux begin to increase and an emf is 

induced in the shading coil. 

 The resulting current in the shading coil will be in such direction that is oppose the main flux. 



 Thus the flux in the shaded portion of the pole is weakened while the unshaded portion is 

strengthen. 

 During the portion AB the flux value is almost not changing so there is no current flowing in the 

shading coil and the flux distribution across the pole is uniform. 

 Again during the portion after ‘B’ the flux is decreased so the current in the shading coil 

maximize the flux. 

 So the flux in the shaded portion in the pole is strengthen while in the unshaded portion is 

weakened so the effect of the shading coil is to shift the field flux across the pole face from the 

unshaded portion. 

 As a result a starting torque is developed in the rotor and the motor starts running as a single 

phase induction motor. 

APPLICATION- 

 Record player 

 Tape recorder 

 Slide projectors 

 Photo copying machine 

 Starting of the electric clocks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER-5 
COMMUTATOR MOTOR 

 

REPULSION MOTOR- 
 

A repulsion motor is similar to an AC series motor except that- 

 Brushes are not connected to supply but are short circuited and works by transformer action. 

 The field has non-salient pole construction. 

 By adjusting the position of the brush on the commutator the starting torque van be developed 

and reverse the rotation. 

Construction- 

 The field of the stator winding of repulsion motor is like split phase motor and connected to a 

single phase supply. 

 The armature or rotor is similar to DC series motor and the brushes are short circuited. 

 The short circuited brush makes the rotor into a squirrel cage type. 

 This motor has better power factor than other single phase motor. 

Principle of operation- 

 The principle of operation of repulsion motor is shown fig.1 
 

 

 The stator winding is connected to a single phase supply which will create the left hand pole as 

N pole and right hand pole is S pole. 

 
 As per fig. No.1 the brush axis is parallel to stator field. 

 At this position of the brush i.e. 0° , the current will flow from brush B to A, which will create 

two path i.e. ACB and ADB. 

 With brush set in this position half of the armature conductor under N pole carry current in 

inward and half of the conductor carry current in outward direction. 

 The same thing will occur in South pole. 

 So as much torque developed in one direction is same in other direction. 

 Hence the armature will remain stationary. 

 Similarly the armature will also remain stationary if the brush is perpendicular to the field axis. 



 
 

 If the brush axis is kept at some angle other than 0° or 90° net torque is developed on the rotor 

and the rotor starts to rotate to its final speed which is shown in fig.2. 

 Here the brush is shifted to clockwise to some angle now an emf is induced and a current flows 

through two path. 

 Because of the new brush position, greater part of the conductor of N pole carry current in one 

direction while greater part of the conductor under S pole. 

 Hence torque is developed in the clockwise direction and rotor attain its final speed. 

 

 

 The direction of rotation of rotor depends upon the direction in which the brush are shifted if 

the brush are shifted clockwise, the rotor accelerate in clockwise direction and if the brushes are 

shifted anticlockwise then the rotor accelerate in anticlockwise direction. 

Characteristics 

 High starting torque and high speed at no load. 

 The speed depends upon position of brush. 

 Low starting current. 

 Better power factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER-6 

SPECIAL PURPOSE OF ELECTRIC MACHINE 

 

Special purpose of electric machine:-  

• Stepper motor is a special purpose machine and it rotates by  a specific number of degrees 

(2°,2.5°,5°,75°) in response to an inputs electrical signal. 

• It is widely used in digital control system. 

• Special motors are also known as stepping motor or step motor. 

• Here ,there is no continuous energy conversion is occur so that the rotor does not rotate 

continuously. 

• The stepper motor converts electrical pulses into proportionate mechanical movement. 

• Each revolution in a stepper motor is a series of definite individual step . 

There are two types of stepper motor :-  

1. Permanent stepper motor  

2. Variable reluctance stepper motor  

 Step angle:- 

The angle through which the motor shaft rotates for each command pulse is called step angle.   

Step angle,     

s-Nr                  

α =  × 360°× 

    Where,  

     α   = Step angle in degrees   

                     Ns  = No. of stator poles( or teeth)  

                     Nr  = No. of rotor poles (or rotor teeth)  

Step angle , 

°                       
α =  

× 

α = Step angle in degrees                         m  = 

No. of stator phases   



                       Nr = Number of rotor poles   

Stepping rate:-   

       The no.  of steps per second is known as stepping rate or stepping frequency.  

                   Speed of stepper motor, N =  

                   N = Motor speed in rpm                    

F = Stepping frequency  

EX:- Determine the step angle of a variable – reluctance stepper motor with 12 teeth in the stator 

and 8 rotor teeth.  

SOLN.  

             Number of stator teeth,Ns=12  

            Number of rotor teeth,Nr=8             

Step angle,   

s-Nr 

                             =      × 360°                             

=       × 360° 

× 

                            =      15° 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 

           Ex- Calculate the stepping angle for   

(i) 3 phase 16-tooth rotor VR motor   

(ii) 3 phase 24 pole pm motor  

SOLUTION :  

 ° ° 

(i) Stepping angle = α =   =   

 × × 

                                                       = 7.5° 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 

 ° ° 

(ii) Stepping angle = α =   =   

 × × 

                                                     = 5° 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 



Permanent magnet stepper motor :- 

• A permanent magnet stepper motor is a popular type of stepper motor. It works ok on the 

principle of interaction between a permanent magnet rotor and an electromagnetic field. 

 

Construction:-   

 

• The stator of a permanent magnet stepper motor 

is composed steel laminations and it carries stator 

winding. 

• The stator winding are energised from a dc source 

to create two or more stator poles. 

• The rotor of the motor is a permanent magnet and 

it has even number of poles . 

• Here the stator coils are ground to for 3 phase 

winding i;e phase A and phase -B . 

• The stator of a permanent magnet (PM) stepper motor is composed steel laminations and 

it carries stator winding. 

• The stator winding are energised from a dc source to create two or more stator poles. 

• The rotor of the motor is a permanent magnet and it has even number of poles. 

• Here the stator coils are grouped to from 2 phase  winding i:e phase A and phase -B 

Operation:-  

For this pm stepper motor  

         No. Of rotor poles,  Nr=2  

           No. Of phase =2     Step 

angle,  

                     α  =   × 
°  = 90° 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 

• When only phase -A  winding is excited by a constant current, stator tooth I becomes 

south pole. This makes the north pole of the pm rotor to again with the south pole of the 

stator   



 

• The stator will remain locked in this position as long as phase A winding remain energized.   

• From the truth table is shows that only phase a winding is excited while phase B winding is 

unexcited .here   =0  

• If phase a winding is De-energized and  phase B – winding is energized stator tooth 2 

becomes south pole as a result the north pole of the pm rotor aligns with the south pole 

.The rotor Shifted 90° in the  anticlockwise direction.  

• If phase -B winding  and  phase a is excited with reverse ( current, the rotor will further 

rotor 90° in anticlockwise  direction now  another pole of  PM motor aligns with the stator 

tooth 3.  

• In this way if we continue the appropriate switching the rotor will complete one revolution 

in 90° steps .  

Variable – reluctance stepper motor  

• The variable - reluctance(VR) stepper motor operates on the same principle as the 

reluctance motor . Construction:-  

• The stator construction of a VR stepper motor is the same as that of a PM stepper motor.  

• The stator phase windings are wound ok n each stator tooth.  

The rotor is made of soft steel with teeth and slots. 

• Here in fig . only one set of stator and rotor teeth will aligns at 

any given instant.  

• The stator has three phases A,B,&C with teeth 1&4,3 & 6 & 2 

& 5 respectively .  

 

• Here step angle,  

                            α =    s-Nr × 360° 

                                   = × × 360° 

                             =30° 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 



• So the rotor will turn 30°each time a pulse is applied.  

Operation:-  
When the phase winding is energised, the rotor teeth will aligns with the energised stator 

poles .  

• In fig.1 shows the position of the rotor when phase A is energised with a constant current. 

As long as phase A is energized , the rotor will be held stationary. In this condition the 

rotor 1 & 2 are aligned with the stator teeth 1 & 4 the step angle is 0° .  

• When phase A is switched of and phase B is energized , the rotor will turn 30° clockwise so 

that the rotor teeth 3 & 4 align with stator teeth 6 & 3.  

• After that if phase B will de-energised and phase C will energised  , the rotor has further 

moved 30° clockwise, so that the rotor teeth 1 & 2 align with energised stator teeth 2 & 5.  

• The below truth table show the switching sequence to complete a full 360° rotation for the 

motor with 6 stator poles and 4 rotor poles.  

 

 
• The direction of rotation will be reversed if the 

switching sequence is in the order of A,C & B .  

Hybrid stepper motor:-   
• Hybrid stepper motor combines the features 

of the PM & the  VR stepper motors. Here the 

torque developed by this motor is greater 

than that of the PM or VR . 

 

Construction :  



• The above fig shows the basic construction of hybrid stepper motor . 

• The stator construction is similar to that of a VR or a PM motor .  The rotor construction 

combines the design of the rotor of a VR and PM stepper motor. 

• The rotor of a hybrid stepper motor consist of two identical stacks of soft iron as well as 

an axially magnetised round permanent magnet. Soft iron stacks are attached to the 

north and south poles of the permanent magnet. 

• The rotor teeth on one end become the north pole and at the other end become the 

south pole. 

Operation:-   

• The operation is also very similar to the PM or VR stepper motor. 

• The phase windings are energised in proper sequence and the rotor rotates in steps. 

• The step angle of the hybrid stepper motor only depends on the no. of rotor teeth so step 

angle,  

                 α =° 

 

• The hybrid stepper motor develops both excitation torque and reluctance torque. So the 

resultant torque developed by the hybrid stepper motor is greater than that of the PM or 

VR stepper motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



CHAPTER-7 

THREE PHASE TRANSFORMER 

                                        
Maintainace of T/F:- 

 

Transformer is heart of any power so any failure to the T/F can extremely affect the whole 

functioning of organisations . So the best way protecting to a transformer is to follow good 

preventive maintenance schedule. 

 Here some of them are given 

below. Oil maintenance of T/F :- 

 Oil level checking ,leakage to be inspected. 

 Oil BOV (breakdown voltage) should be checking at regular interval. 

 Dust, moisture, crack can be removed by 

filteration. Insulation resistance :- 

 Insulation resistance should be checked once in 6 months. 

 The bushing must be clean and tanks must be examined (once in a month). 

 Periodic checking of any lose connection of the terminal of high voltage and low voltage. 

 Breather :- 

 If must be cleaned and ventilated hole must be free from dust. The silica gel colors 

change from blue to pink. 

 The blue colour can be maintain after heating from pink silica gel.(once in month) 

 Conservator tank should be clean from inside after every 3year . 

 The function of cooling system of the T/F with their control circuit should be 

checked in the interval of 1 year. 

 The oil condition should be examined in every year. 

 Mechanical inspection of because relay should be carried out by yearly basis. 

 The oil temperature indication & winding temperature indicator should be checked and 

it required it should be replaced in once on a year. 

 The protective element such as relays, earthing , lighting arrestor must be checking yearly 
basis 

 In order to avoid rust the T/F body must be painted in red leas and zinc chromate primer. 

 The cooling fan lubricant must be checked quarterly . 

 

 

 

 



 

Parallel operation of 3-phase T/F  

Parallel is phenomenon by adding one or more T/F will be in parallel in a single subtration. 

CONDITION FOR PARALLEL OPERATION:- 

 For parallel of T/F primary winding of the T/F are connected to source busbar and 

secondary winding are connected to the load busbar. 

 Same voltage ratio and turns ratio (both primary and secondary). 

 Same % of impedance and X/R ratio. 

 Identical position of tap change. 

 Same KVA rating. 

 Same phase angle shift(vector group and save). 

 Same frequency rating. 

 Same polarity. 

 Same phase sequency. 

NEED FOR PARALLEL OPERATION:- 

 The T/F parallel connected are bank frequency is increased. 

 proper load sharing is maintained. 

 Over load condition can be achieved during peak hours. 

 The batter continuity of power supply. 

 Care and maintenance can be well done. 

TRANSFORMER GROUPING:- 
 

The grouping T/F are 4 types :- 

 Star-star connection 

 Star-delta connection 

 Delta-delta connection 

 Delta - star connection 



Star-star Connection:- 

 
 Neutral are created balance condition load. 
 This type of connection are rarely used & this connection are various disadvantages . 



Star-delta connection :- 

 
 This connection are used in step down voltage in grid systems 
 The line voltage= √3× Vph in primary and VL= Vph in secondary. 

Delta-Star Connection:- 

 This connection are used in step up voltage in grid system. 

 They are mainly applicable for distribution purpose. 



Delta-Delta connection:- 

 
 This type Connection are create both balance and unbalance condition load . 

 Here a synchronous motor acts as a synchronous condenser . 

With the help of vector diagram:- 
 

A synchronous motor when running at a no load with over excitation is known as synchronous 

condenser. when such a machine is connected in parallel with the induction motor or other 

devices that operated at low p.f lagging , the leading p.f is kvAR supplied by synchronous 

condenser, partly neutralize lagging reactive p.f system is improved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tap changer:- 
 

(Increase/decrease in a T/F) 
 

 
 A on – load tap changer are used the turn ratio of T/F are change. 

 The on-on-load tap changer are the main ckt should not be opened to prevent 

sparking and no part to the tapped winding. 

 At present tap changer are available for highest insulation level of 1475kv and 630kv 

are power frequency voltage. 
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